ENLISTED MEN’S UNIFORMS 1898-1902

Early infantry uniform
Norfolk inspired infantry uniform
Kawit unit
“Tiradores” (sharp shooters) under the command of Gen. Licerio Geronimo
ENLISTED MEN’S UNIFORMS 1898-1902

EARLY REPUBLICAN ARMY UNIFORM
1. Baliwag hat (with the coat of arms pin)
2. Ammunitions pouch and shoulder webbing
3. Spanish inspired Guerera style uniform or stolen Spanish uniforms
4. Spanish mauser rifle or Remington rifle
5. Bolo
6. Bottled canteens
7. Bayonet
8. Haversack

REPUBLICAN ARMY UNIFORM
1. Baliwag hat with cockade (with or without the coat of arms pin)
2. Ammunitions pouch and shoulder webbing
3. Norfolk jacket-inspired Rayadillo style uniform
4. Spanish Mauser rifle or Remington rifle
5. Bayonet (some troops wear Bolos)
6. Some troop opted to fight bare footed
   Some do wear shoes for formal occasions

Early Republican Army Uniform

Some troops outside Manila still wear the early uniform types until the end of the war.
The Norfolk inspired Philippine Republican Army uniforms in the late 1898 designed by Juan Luna has many variations.
In 1899, Khaki colored military uniforms started to become popular and adopted in the Philippines which was inspired from England and the United States. Based on research and historical accounts, General Gregorio del Pilar wore a Khaki uniform instead of the the Rayadillo during his heroic stand in Tirad Pass.

The Norfolk inspired Philippine Republican Army uniforms in the 1899 designed by Juan Luna
The early versions of the Philippine Republican Army uniforms in 1898 designed by Juan Luna.
SHOULDER BARS OF THE REPUBLICAN ARMY OFFICERS 1898-1902

Juan Luna also designed the Epaulettes (shoulder bar ranks) of the Philippine Republican Army